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War Stories (Cont.)
It wasn’t long before they had more than an inch of
wing ice and under prop ice bombardment.
That night 6 Jan 1945 tested all their flight
knowledge and strength to remain upright and keep
the engines from overheating.
Even with all the cowl flap adjusting and
boost they continued to lose altitude and the radio was
useless. They broke out eventually at 11,000 among
high mountains. They could see the lights of
Kunming in the distance and they turned toward them.
They remained overnight in Kunming.
Editor: You must have gone by way of Burma
at 15,000 ft. and the Lord was certainly with you at
11,000. We flew 20/23,000 in C-47s in 1943, daylight
only and on occasion we had that type of weather, in
clear air.

Bailout Diary
by Nick Sanchez

Editor: Every once in awhile stories sent in
disappear. If one of your stories, sent in some time
ago, has not been printed then please resubmit. We
still have four newsletters to print. . Here’s Nick
Sanchez’ resubmitted. Incidentally his correct phone
is 337-460-5967 and e-mail: nmsan@bellsouth.net.
S/Sgt Nick Sanchez was a radio operator in
the 15th Combat Cargo Squadron, 4th Combat Cargo
Group in Bhamo whose primary job was support of
the British 14th Air Force troops.
After the capture of Rangoon Nick’s outfit
started flying the Hump. On July 25th, 1945, Nick’s
gasoline loaded C-46 was cruising at about 16,000
feet at 06;00. It was Nick’s 17th Hump flight and they
were 20 or 30 minutes out of Bhamo, headed for
Yunanyi when the right engine coughed and burst into
flames.
Nick was strapped into his chute at his station
so after notifying the crew chief of the pilot’s bail-out
order he followed the copilot out the door.
Nick had to pull the rip cord twice to open the
chute and then he landed backwards in the grass on a
hillside. This was to be the beginning of a 17 day
hike/ride to Yunanyi.
Of course this was in rain and he was soaking wet
when he arrived at a hut with a fire, food and a bed.
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July 26 Nick and nine natives walked to the
bottom of the mountain, where he spent the night in
another hut. Those Chinese could not read, but readily
shared food and lodging.
July 28 a Chinese who apparently read said he
would take Nick to his radio station the next day, 29
July.
July 29 Nick was taken to the plane, now
stripped. A Chinese soldier who spoke some English
took Nick to his radio station. Rattled pebbles in a can
brought several Chinese to crank the generator to send
the message.
Nick was able to bathe here and have his
clothes washed. Nick declined to ride the next day in
a crude but traditional “chair.” A seat between two
long, large diameter bamboo carried on the shoulders
of two coolies over uneven or hilly terrain. He spent
the night in another hut.
July 30 Nick’s entourage was greeted by
approximately 150 curious people. Here was an
American. He ate dinner that night at a round table
with 12 Chinese notables who just sat and stared at
him.
His host was Mr. Wong, the Provisional
Magistrate, a civilian and university graduate whose
university graduate wife, fluent in French, had a MD
degree, Nick was told. Nick, nervous, didn’t know if
he should salute, curtsy or shake hands.
July 31 Nick had a midmorning breakfast
with Mr. Wong and local dignitaries. With great
ceremony a large bowl was placed in the middle of a
table for eight, two to a side. Small individual bowls
of rice were placed in front of the diners. The main
entree was chicken minus only its feathers. Chop
sticks were optional. Using ones fingers, all eating
from the central bowl, was the norm. If inedible, spit
it out onto the floor for the dogs.
Upon leaving Nick received the promised
travel papers, a bearer, two new guides and a horse.
They alternately rode and walked the next six hours in
rain to their next destination.
Aug 1 a two hour trek brought them to their
next overnight.
Aug 2 Nick had a good breakfast then with a
horse, or mule, and a too-small saddle, a bearer and
two armed guards they set out again. Soaking wet and
muddy to his knees Nick was a disgrace to the State

